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NRC, 21 March, 2020
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A Fokke & Sukke cartoon from 10-30-2007 in the Dutch newspaper NRC Next. The text was kindly translated
into English for us by the creators of the cartoon: Reid, Geleijnse and Van Tol. Lucia de Berk was still in prison
at that time. The two ducks are defending a family guardian, accused of being responsible for the death of the
girl Savanna, who died by suffocation. The accused woman was in fact acquitted (with another defence).
What counselor Sukke is saying corresponds to what the law psychologist H. Elffers told the court: "Honoured
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court, this is no coincidence. The rest is up to you."
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This evening’s menu
It’s an ill wind …
2.The beginning: the SEIR model, R0, the model of the RIVM-CIB
3.How many deaths will there be? Study of excess deaths?
4.Exponential, or a power-law?
5.A controversial treatment: Hydroxychloroquine & azithromycin

https://gabgoh.github.io/COVID/index.html
https://www.nemokennislink.nl/publicaties/relativerend-rekenen-aan-covid-19
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijantimicag.2020.105949
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2. R0 and all that, how does RIVM do it?
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The SEIR model
Susceptible -> Exposed -> Infectious ->Removed

• “Susceptible”: Not yet carrying the virus
• “Exposed”: Infected, but not yet infectious (“incubation period”)
• “Infectious”: Can cause infections of susceptible persons
• “Removed”: died, or recovered and became immune, or in

permanent isolation; in any case, no longer infectious or susceptible

• We start with a few “exposed" individuals and many “susceptible”.

Per small time interval, each “exposed” has the same small chance to
become “infectious”, each “infectious” to become “removed”, and
each “infectious” has the same small chance to infect each
“susceptible” person.
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The SEIR model
Susceptible, Exposed, Infected, Removed

• This is a Markov process with state space the quadruples of positive integers
• One might start the process with all but one individual susceptible and one
infected

• Wait and see… the epidemic might die out, might gradually grow till
everyone is removed.

• The expected values at any time of number of individuals in any state follow
a system of ordinary differential equations. The epidemic initially grows
exponentially fast if R0, the expected number of individuals infected by one
exposed individual, is bigger than 1. We have a nice formula for R0 in terms of
the parameters of the model; and for the rate of exponential growth.
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http://gabgoh.github.io/COVID/index.html
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The SEIR model
Susceptible, Exposed, Infected, Removed

http://gabgoh.github.io/COVID/index.html
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The model of the RIVM-CIB
Refined (stratified) SEIR

• Split Netherlands into strata (categories) according to known demographics (age, region, sex, …??).
• Solve system of very many ordinary differential equations
• Notice: assumption of homogeneity: an individual in a given category (when infectious) has a
constant rate at which they infect an individual in another category (rates depend on “source” and
“sink” category, but not on time)

• Many equations with many *parameters*
• The model is truly a *model*: a very highly simplified description of reality. It has shown its worth in
past epidemics

• There are so many parameters that one can always guestimate values so that it fits to existing data
of an ongoing epidemic. It will then make decent predictions with a horizon of a few days or two.
But maybe you don’t need any “model” to do that

• Problem: lack of data, inadequacy of model
• Fortunately, small variations of parameters lead to very different predictions, hence one can
show policy-makers that actually – we actually don’t have much idea!
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R0 is a “lie for children”
Reverse engineering

• One sees, in initial stages of the epidemic, an exponential growth of e.g.

deaths of people with Corona [note: I don’t write: deaths caused by Corona]

• That would mean a certain R , which depends also on some other parameters
• That’s the number you tell the journalists and the parliament
• What you should mean by R for more complex models is not so clear
• O Diekmann, J.A.P. Heesterbeek, J.A.J. Metz (1990) On the definition and the
0
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computation of the basic reproduction ratio R0 in models for infectious
diseases in heterogeneous populations. Journal of Mathematical Biology 28 (4),
356–382.

Wikipedia: “In populations that are not homogeneous, the definition of R0 is more subtle. The definition must account for the fact that
a typical infected individual may not be an average individual.” … “When calculated from mathematical models, particularly ordinary
differential equations, what is often claimed to be R0 is, in fact, simply a threshold, not the average number of secondary infections.
There are many methods used to derive such a threshold from a mathematical model, but few of them always give the true value
of R0. This is particularly problematic if there are intermediate vectors between hosts, such as malaria.”
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3. Unruly data
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Data problems
Cause of death on death-certificate is a “fiction”

• Sick people die *with* perhaps several contributing “conditions”, of which
a recent or ongoing Corona infection may be just one

• Hospitals report (quickly) deaths in ICUs of patients who (recently) tested
positive for Corona as Corona deaths

• Nursing homes belatedly report deaths of persons who were already in a

very bad condition anyway, without testing if those persons had Corona

• Tests have false positives, false negatives
• Tests change in time; reporting policies change in time
• Data repeatedly shows a huge dip in number of deaths over a weekend!
• In ICU you only die when doctors decide to switch off life support systems
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Data problems, model problems
Events in the SEIR model are not observed, the model is a fiction, anyway

• Hospital workers are continuously exposed to Corona virus coming from
many patients in their care; they are also overworked and overstressed

• They infect persons in their households and they infect persons in the
transport systems which they use

• We do not know the time of becoming “exposed” and we do not know

the time of becoming “infectious”. The time of being “removed” is also
unclear. There are very many “asymptomatic” cases and not much testing
of people who are not sick, so you don’t know how many “infectious”
there are around

• Meanwhile, there are care homes and nursing homes … family come
visiting …
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The good news, perhaps
Admit the uncertainties

• Even if one uses a wrong model, if one is honest about the

uncertainty in its parameters one will see that actually, one
cannot predict very far into the future, anyway
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/12/coronavirus-statistics-what-can-we-trust-and-what-should-we-ignore
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Illustration: Arnout Jaspers, a month earlier
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Het aantal sterfgevallen in Wuhan als
percentage van het aantal
gediagnosticeerde ziektegevallen, per
leeftijdsgroep. Mensen tot 40 jaar oud
lopen vrijwel geen gevaar te overlijden
aan Covid-19. De kleine bult in de grafiek
bij mensen jonger dan twintig stelt weinig
voor, omdat in die leeftijdscategorie bijna
niemand ziek wordt. De drie kleuren staan
voor verschillende aannames over het
percentage mensen dat geïnfecteerd raakt
en ook ziektesymptomen krijgt.
Wu e.a., Nature Medicine

https://www.nemokennislink.nl/publicaties/relativerend-rekenen-aan-covid-19
De relatieve kans om ziek te worden in Wuhan per
leeftijdscategorie, waarbij de categorie 30-39 per
definitie relatieve kans ‘1’ heeft. Voor mensen
jonger dan 20 is de kans vrijwel nul. De drie kleuren
staan voor verschillende aannames over het
percentage mensen dat geïnfecteerd raakt en ook
ziektesymptomen krijgt.
Wu e.a., Nature Medicine
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Annual risk of death in the UK

Mortality statistics 2005. National Statistics Series DH2 no.32 (www.statistics.gov.uk)

I conclude that “your” Corona risk this year is very similar,
at least for women, maybe worse for men, to “your” annual risk “without Corona”
Note: this is *my* guess of *your* risk when I only know your age and sex.
It isn’t really *your* risk at all. Do you smoke? Live in a very polluted area? Have
some heart problems?
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*After* the epidemic has hit
Statistics of what we observe

• Compare death rates by (e.g.) age and sex and month, with
average death rates in last couple of years

• Conclusion: this year, everyone’s chance of dying is indeed
roughly doubled

• Equivalently – roughly, we all lose one year of life
• Proviso: Covid-19 doesn’t mutate to something worse; and you
can’t get sick of it several times
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4. A different approach
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Is it really exponential?
Messages from statistical mechanics and from computer science

• Physicists studying interacting particle systems, and computer scientists studying (e.g.) spread
of computer virus’s in computer networks, know that *heterogeneity* can dramatically change
the general picture

• Real human networks are almost fractal in nature, heterogenous in space and in “level”
• Cf. also “black swans” theory
• Consequences: long range dependence, heavy-tailed distributions
• The actual behaviour is qualitatively different from what the behaviour would have been with all
parameters constant (e.g., put equal to their mean values)

• The good news: the epidemic spreads according to a power law, not exponentially
• We should expect to see straight lines in double logarithmic plots [both axes in log scale] not
in semi-logarithmic plots [Y-axis in log scale]

• The bad news: we can expect to see randomly occurring new local outbreaks (“hotspots”)
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5. Chloroquine + antibiotic
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The Marseilles trial
Facts

• Didier Raoult (last author) is a famous & controversial figure with many enemies
• In Raoult’s clinic, 26 patients were all treated with hydroxychloroquinine, a few also
with azithromycin (on top of standard care procedures)

• hydroxychloroquinine: a very common, cheap, anti-malarial drug, few known side
effects (on healthy people)

• azithromycin: a common (cheap, generic) antibiotic
• In several other clinics in the neighbourhood (Nice, Aix-en-Provence?) 16 patients
were treated in a standard way

• This was the very beginning of the Corona epidemic in France, these were the very
first patients who turned up at those hospitals suspected of having Corona

• In Wuhan, Chinese researchers already reported success with this treatment for
patients in early stages of the illness
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The Marseilles trial
Issues

• The Marseilles study reports success rates for two treatments. Individual patient data seems not to be

available. There is anecdotal evidence that the two groups are comparable (e.g. mean age is about the
same). The “Marseilles group” (treatment group, group B) does much, much better than the “Nice
group” (control group, group A).

• Two patients are dropped from the Marseilles group “because they were transferred to ICU within 3 days
so did not get 3 days of the treatment”!!! One died soon after!

• One patient was dropped from the Marseilles group because they just walked out of the hospital after 1
day!

• There is no statistician in the long list of authors. There is one epidemiologist: a very young Vietnamese
researcher

• The treatment killed two patients in Brazil [admittedly, they accidentally gave 100x the recommended
dose]

• The treatment made a lot of already seriously ill US veterans even more seriously ill, in a double blind
randomised trial

• People are calling for criminal measures against Prof. Roualt and his team …
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The Marseilles trial
Recent developments

• With Leila Schneps (a pure mathematician from Paris) and with a Chinese

student from Boston University, we wrote to Philippe Gautret and received
fairly complete data of the 16 + 26 patients (i.e., including those dropped
from the analysis in the published paper)

• I have performed an “intention to treat” analysis, using as target variable
“Covid-19 infection has gone (according to daily PCR tests), patient still
alive, not in ICU, on Day 6”

• I did both a frequentist and a Bayesian analyis. For the Bayesian analysis, I
used a “slab and spike” prior.

• I did logistic regression using age and sex as covariates, intend to add also
measures of “severity of existing conditions” and “severity of infection on
admission”
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The Marseilles trial
Recent developments

• The Marseilles treatment is deliberately engineered to prevent the

rapid Covid-19 infestation in an infected person which often occurs
*before* they are particularly sick (or even before they know they
are sick at all)

• We know that this period can be fairly long and that such persons
can be highly infectious before feeling particularly ill, and
sometimes never actually get ill

• The infection is typically “beaten” by the patient’s own immune

response which, for some patients, goes on to start destroying the
patient’s own organs! (Many patients in ICU are actually already
free of Corona virus).
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The Marseilles trial
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Standard (frequentist) logistic regression
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The Marseilles trial

Intercept
Treatment
Age
Sex

Bayesian logistic regression, MCMC & BUGS, RJAGS
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Standard weakly informative prior - each beta is N(0, 10)

Conclusions
More work to do

• In my opinion, Covid-19 is a “warning shot”
• I hope we will grasp the opportunity to right some wrongs in
society (in our societies, world-wide)

• At least, next time, our epidemic models and our statistical

models will be better. Lots of new communication lines have
been opened up. Exciting new research is going on now, both in
the modelling of epidemics, in the statistical analysis of relevant
data, in quantifying uncertainty and evaluation of policy
choices, in the communication of science to the public
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